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1
The Power of Connection & Choice

2
The Influence of the Real-World

3
Be the Change: Creating a Better World

4
Reflection, Empowerment, & Justice

Description
We will explore the outcome of our choices and the power of

connection, discover the role of empathy within characters and
ourselves, and examine how the lessons learned in stories can be

applied to our own lives.

Knowledge & Skills
Learners will sharpen literary reading and writing skills including

critically analyzing texts in order to deepen understanding, gain new
perspectives, and develop new skills and strategies to meet the

challenge of complex texts. Learners will refine speaking and listening
skills through text-based discussions by collaborating with others,

listening intentionally, and building upon others’ thinking to gain new
understanding.

Essential Question(s)
How can our circumstances and choices influence

who we are and how we connect?

Anchor Texts
“The Veldt” by Ray Bradbury • “Thank You Ma’am” by Langston Hughes

• “The Black Cat” by Edgar Allan Poe • “Charles” by Shirley Jackson •
The Outsiders by S.E. Hinton • “iMom” film by Omeleto (edited for
young audience) • “Richard Cory” by Edwin Arlington Robinson •

“Nothing Gold Can Stay” by Robert Frost

Supplemental Choice Texts
Multiple short films • Various nonfiction texts • Self-selected

independent reading books

Summative Assessment/Performance Task
Text-driven assessments: Application of knowledge and skills to analyze

cold-read texts • Shared inquiry • Collaborative literary discussions •
Literary analyses • Character journals and vlogs • Mock trial •

Cinematography analysis • Film/text comparison study

Description
We will consume informational texts in order to educate others

and become informed participants in the world around us.

Knowledge & Skills
Learners will hone nonfiction literacy skills through a variety of

modalities; consider multiple perspectives to
broaden their understanding of the world; critically analyze a

range of ideas, including author, purpose, and design of
information consumed; identify the practical and ethical

challenges that pertain to discerning truth in media; develop
informed opinions based on knowledge and insights gained.

Essential Question(s)
How does our knowledge about the world

guide the way we live?

Anchor Texts
Various informational texts, including current

event articles, editorials, and feature articles • Variety of media

Supplemental Choice Texts
Steve Jobs: The Man Who Thought Different: A Biography by
Karen Blumenthal • A Long Walk to Water by Linda Sue Park •

Self-selected independent reading books

Summative Assessment/Performance Task
Text-driven assessments: Application of knowledge and

skills to analyze cold-read texts • Media critique • Shared inquiry

Description
We will discover the importance of being others-focused and
service-oriented, examining our role as members of a global

society where everything we do impacts others.

Knowledge & Skills
Learners will cultivate argumentative and research reading and

writing skills; critically analyze relevance and credibility of
sources, considering bias and perspective; integrate a variety
of skills to produce writing aligned with task, audience, and

purpose; become intentional, savvy producers and consumers;
build agency in their own work; solve real problems and share

results with real audiences; prepare for the global world
beyond the classroom; effectively communicate and present
information and ideas, making informed decisions about their
own design choices; evaluate arguments presented by peers.

Essential Question(s)
How do we impact the world in both small and large ways?

Anchor Texts
Mentor text sets • Variety of media

Supplemental Choice Texts
Self-selected independent reading books

Summative Assessment/Performance Task
Application of knowledge and skills assessment • Multi-page,

research-based argumentative essay • Formal multimedia
presentation to peers/community members

Description
We will explore how past experiences dictate our future and
can promote change within ourselves and society. We will

discover the role of justice, the importance of integrity, and the
impact of perseverance.

Knowledge & Skills
Learners will advance narrative writing skills; study highly

impactful writerly moves in order to emulate and synthesize
these techniques within their own work;

make informed authorial choices throughout the writing
process; and examine the impact that fictional characters and
texts have on the current state of the real world. Learners will
continue to apply literary skills and strategies to strengthen

understanding of complex texts.

Essential Question(s)
Why is it important to rise up in the face of

oppression, despite circumstances? • How do our past
experiences shape our future?

Anchor Texts
Choice-based, young adult dystopian novels •

Narrative mentor text sets

Supplemental Choice Texts
Self-selected independent reading books • Graphic novels •

Comic books • Superhero encyclopedias

Summative Assessment/Performance Task
Collaborative literary discussions • Application of

knowledge and skills assessment • Digital infographic •
Narrative short story


